A leader-follower synchronization output feedback control scheme is presented for the ship replenishment problem where only positions are measured. No mathematical model of the leader ship is required, and the control scheme relies on nonlinear observers to estimate velocity and acceleration of all ships to realize the feedback control law. The scheme yields semi-global uniform ultimate boundedness of the closed-loop errors. The bound is a function of the main ship acceleration, and under the assumption of zero main ship acceleration the closed-loop errors are semi-globally exponentially converging. The results are verified through experiments on a model-scale ship. r
Introduction
Underway replenishment (UNREP) operations to exchange fuel, food, parts or personnel are common in space, aerospace and marine operations. These rendezvous operations are essential in situations where it is impractical or impossible to return to base to replenish storage or personnel due to mission requirements. In particular, UNREP operations at sea are essential for long-term military operations to shorten or avoid port time. A control scheme for the ship replenishment problem is proposed using synchronization theory to coordinate the motion of the supply and replenished ship in a leader-follower configuration using only position measurements. The control scheme does not assume knowledge of predefined trajectories or a mathematical model of the replenished ship, and only the supply ship is responsible for control action to synchronize the two ships. This may facilitate civilian UNREP operations, and furthermore improve the performance of existing UNREP operations by introducing automatic controllers to inherently cancel any disturbances affecting the two ships differently.
The replenishment problem dates back to the early days of sail, when the sailing ships were replenished at anchor by boats rowing out supplies from storages onshore, or exchanging personnel and mail by ship's boats at sea. During the US Quasi-War with France (1799-1801) (see Hill, 1989) , the US Navy used civil merchant ships to replenish their ships protecting their trade interests in the Caribbean. The merchant ships were taken under tow, and the ships were replenished using ship's boats. The introduction of the mechanized fleet introduced a new limited resource to the ships, and from this emerged the operations of coaling-at-sea and refuelling-at-sea. The former was usually conducted by bringing merchant colliers alongside the ships and lashing the ships together using fenders and mooring lines to transfer the coal using booms on the collier. This approach was particularly vulnerable to weather conditions, and this led to the development of a tension rig in 1904 designed to transfer the coal in bags. Poor operation and the introduction of fuel oil stopped further developments, and from this point the refuelling-at-sea operation required that the ships were specially equipped for the operation. A new multi-product UNREP system providing UNREP for a broader set of weather conditions was introduced in 1957, when the standard tensioned replenishment alongside method (STREAM) was based upon the tension rig from 1904. This forms the basis for UNREP operations nowadays aided by helicopters in vertical replenishment (VERTREP) operations. See Hill (1989) and references therein for a thorough review of the history of UNREP, FAS (1999) and NROTC (2003) for an introduction to current replenishment techniques, and Miller and Combs (1999) for an evaluation of today's UNREP systems and the challenges faced when designing the next generation of UNREP systems.
The control approaches of ship replenishment have up to now used flags and signals to communicate control commands between ships (FAS, 1999; NROTC, 2003) , or some sort of tracking control of both ships in order to maintain trajectories that provide joint motion suitable for replenishment. Some of the earliest references to automated replenishment can be found as simulations studies of ship manoeuvring and steering control for UNREP operations in Brown and Alvestad (1978) and Dimmick, Alvestad, and Brown (1978) , while Uhrin and Thaler (1976) designed a nonlinear speed control system for UNREP operations. Skjetne, Fossen, and Kokotovic (2004) have expanded on traditional tracking methods with predefined paths, and introduced a feedback from the actual position of a ship (subject to disturbances) to the other ships in a formation through a path parameterization variable. All ships have predefined paths with individual tracking controllers requiring mathematical models and control availability, and the ships synchronize in terms of progression along the path. Thus, disturbances affecting tracking performance along the path are cancelled, but cross-track errors due to any difference in disturbances are not. In particular, any two physical systems which are not identical in their design will experience different impacts from environmental forces such as wind, drag, current, terrain or waves. This difference may possibly lead to critical situations (Chen, 2003) when employing simple tracking controllers to predefined reference paths where the coordination of the leader and follower is only done at the path planning stage, and not through active control. This paper proposes a leader-follower synchronization output feedback scheme to control the supply ship to the motion of the leader ship with only position measurements of the ships. The scheme is based on nonlinear state observers to estimate velocity and acceleration for the two ships, and requires no knowledge of the model of the leader ship. The scheme does not require any predefined paths, and thus divergence from an ideal path due to disturbances, unmodelled dynamics, actuator limitations, poor control design or actuator failure is inherently cancelled in the synchronization scheme.
Synchronization is the theory of time conformity between processes, which incorporates both cooperating and coordinated systems. Cooperative synchronization of motion regards all synchronized objects on equal terms, while coordinated, or external, synchronization assumes that one of the systems takes the role of a leader that governs the motion of the others. The synchronization phenomenon was early reported by Huygens (1673) who observed that a pair of pendulum clocks hanging from a lightweight beam oscillated with the same frequency. In the last century, synchronization has received attention in the Russian scientific community where it was observed in balanced and unbalanced rotors and vibro-exciters (Blekhman, 1988) , and has in the last decade attracted interest from researchers within physics, dynamical systems, circuit theory, and more lately control theory (see for instance Brunt, 1998; Huijberts, Nijmeijer, & Willems, 2000) . A coordinated synchronization scheme applied to robot control was presented in Rodriguez- Angeles and Nijmeijer (2001) , and in Nijmeijer and Rodriguez-Angeles (2003) both coordinated and cooperative synchronization schemes were treated. Based on these results, a synchronization scheme for ship rendezvous control at sea for UNREP was presented in Kyrkjebø and Pettersen (2003) with experimental results in Kyrkjebø, Wondergem, Pettersen, and Nijmeijer (2004) using a coordinated synchronization scheme.
Coordinated control of autonomous marine crafts was treated in Encarnacao and Pascoal (2001) , while control approaches for marine rendezvous operations was addressed for unmanned underwater vehicles by Kato and Endo (1989) and White et al. (1996) , and for a robotic fish by Kato (2000) ; the latter two using fuzzy logic theory. Chen (2003) suggested an increased focus on autopilot design for replenishment operations to reduce the risk of collision. Results on the cognate topic of ship manoeuvring and formation control has also been reported by Skjetne, Ihle, and Fossen (2003) .
This paper expands the results of Nijmeijer and Rodriguez-Angeles (2003) on robot control to the synchronization of ships with the presence of damping terms. In addition, as opposed to the results on coordinated control of ships in Encarnacao and Pascoal (2001) and Skjetne et al. (2003) , the need for predefined trajectories, full state measurement and access to the mathematical model and control design of the leader is removed. The leader-follower output synchronization closed-loop error dynamics are shown to be semi-globally ultimately bounded for ship replenishment, where the bound is a function of the main ship acceleration during operation. Under the assumption of zero main ship acceleration, the closed-loop errors are shown to be semi-globally exponentially converging.
The mathematical model in vectorial form with properties and some mathematical preliminaries are presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents the synchronization observer-controller scheme with stability addressed in Section 4. Section 5 presents simulations and experimental data from tests in a model basin, while a discussion of the simulations and experiments is presented in Section 6. Conclusions and future work are presented in Section 7. Two technical appendices are provided to present the proof of the main stability result in Appendix A, and a description of the simulation model in Appendix B.
Preliminaries
The general dynamic ship model in vectorial form (Fossen, 2002) can be written
The matrix M is the matrix of inertia and added mass, and D the damping matrix. C is the Coriolis and Centripetal matrix also including added mass effects, and represented in terms of Christoffel symbols. The vector g represents gravitational/buoyancy forces and moments, while t is the vector of control torques applied to the ship. The vector Z represents the earth-fixed position and orientation of the ship. For the UNREP control problem, Z is limited to the 3 DOF manoeuvring model for surface ships from Fossen (2002) using Z ¼ ½x; y; c 2 R 2 Â SOð1Þ. The dynamic model (1) satisfies the following properties from Fossen (2002) , Paulsen (1996) : P1. The Coriolis matrix CðZ; _ ZÞ 2 R nÂn is defined in terms of Christoffel symbols such that Cðx; yÞz ¼ Cðx; zÞy. P2. The inertia matrix MðZÞ is positive definite, differentiable in Z and satisfies
Throughout this paper, the minimum and maximum eigenvalue of a positive definite matrix A will be denoted as A m and A M , respectively. The norm of a vector x is defined as kxk ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi x T x p , and the induced norm of a matrix A is kAk ¼ max kxk¼1 kAxk. Through these definitions, the dynamic model (1) also satisfies P3. The norm of CðZ; _ ZÞ satisfies kCðZ; _ ZÞkpC M k_ Zk. P4. The inertia matrix satisfy 0oM m pMðZÞpM M o1.
The main ship is the replenished ship receiving cargo, while the supply ship is the replenishment vessel. The position and attitude of the main ship is a measured and known variable, and will be denoted as Z m . The velocity and acceleration of the main ship are unknown quantities denoted as _ Z m and € Z m respectively, and will be estimated through nonlinear observers. The states of the supply ship are similarly denoted as Z, _ Z and € Z, where only the position and attitude vector Z is measured.
Synchronization control scheme
This section presents the synchronization control scheme with state observers. The observer-controller scheme requires no knowledge of predefined paths for the ships, and assumes no knowledge of the mathematical model of the main ship. Only positions are measured, and the observer-controller scheme provides semi-global exponentially stable closed-loop errors for zero main ship acceleration, and semi-global uniform ultimate boundedness of the closed-loop errors during a replenishment operation where the main ship has non-zero acceleration.
Synchronization objective
The objective is to synchronize a supply ship to the actual position of the main ship, in order to transfer fuel and supplies from one ship to the other while the vessels are underway. The supply ship is said to be synchronized to the main ship if its position/attitude and velocity coincide for all tX0, or asymptotically for t ! 1. Note that the position/heading vector Z is synchronized to some constant reference offset Z r to maintain a position alongside the main ship, and the problem is considered as synchronizing Z to Z m by redefining Z m ¼ Z true m þ RðcÞZ r where RðcÞ is a rotation matrix describing the orientation of the main ship. Note also that the forward velocity of the follower is different than that of the leader for trajectories with nonzero curvature, and that this is necessary for the follower to maintain its position parallel to the leader during turns due to the difference in turn radius.
State feedback synchronization
Assuming that all values of position/attitude, velocity and acceleration of the supply ship and main ship are available for measurement, the following control law gives a stable replenishment control scheme:
where the synchronization errors are defined as
and K d ; K p 2 R nÂn are positive definite gain matrices. The stability proof of this controller is straightforward using the Lyapunov function
and stability theorems such as La Salle's theorem and Barbalat's lemma (Khalil, 2002) on the negative semidefinite time derivative
For any positive definite matrices K p ; K d , and under the reasonable assumption that the damping term satisfies DðZ; _ ZÞ40, the supply ship synchronizes in velocity _ Z and position/attitude Z to the main ship.
Output feedback synchronization
The control law of (2) cannot be implemented in the output synchronization scheme, since only the position and attitude Z and Z m are available as measurements to the controller. The synchronization controller will depend on estimated values for velocities and accelerations from nonlinear observers as
The control law utilizes the dynamic model of the supply ship, depending on the known supply position Z and estimated supply velocity b _ Z, and the estimated acceleration b € Z m and velocity b _ Z m for the main ship. Additional stabilizing proportional-derivative terms based upon the estimated error in velocity b _ e and the known error in position e provides convergence and boundedness during replenishment. The supply ship uses the observed main ship states as reference states in the controller, and thus physically synchronizes itself to the main ship states. In effect, the supply ship becomes a physical observer of the main ship states.
Instead of using predefined paths or trajectories for both ships where the tracking performance for the two ships is vulnerable to waves, wind and currents, the reference for the supply ship is the main ship states. Hence, the performance of the operation is only dependent on the supply ship control accuracy, as opposed to the dependence of both control system when using predefined paths.
The estimated values for the errors e and _ e can be obtained through a full state nonlinear Luenberger observer
where K e1 ; K e2 are positive definite gain matrices, and the estimated position/attitude and velocity synchronization errors are defined as
Note that the observers (7) and (8) introduce an extra correcting term in _ e e ¼ e _ e À K e1 e e that yields faster performance during transients, but has some negative effects on noise sensitivity. Similarly, the estimated supply ship states are found using the full state nonlinear observer
where L Z1 ; L Z2 are positive definite gain matrices, and the estimated supply ship position/attitude and velocity errors are defined as
The estimated main ship velocity and acceleration values b _ Z m and b € Z m are not available through direct measurement, and must be reconstructed from the position/attitude and error estimates. To compensate for the lack of a dynamic model, the velocity and acceleration values for the main ship are reconstructed based on information of the supply ship and the synchronization closed-loop system. Estimates for Z m ; _ Z m and € Z m are given as
where the last relation stems from (7) and (9). Note that through the definition of the state observer in (9), the acceleration of the main ship € Z m will be present as a non-vanishing disturbance in the closed-loop error dynamics resulting from the observer-controller scheme, and thus the origin of the closed-loop error space is no longer an equilibrium. The closed-loop error is therefore at best ultimately bounded by some function of the main ship acceleration € Z m .
Stability
This section presents the assumptions under which semiglobally uniformly ultimately boundedness as a function of the main ship acceleration can be concluded for the closed loop error dynamics of the synchronization scheme. The proof of this result is deferred to Appendix A.
The following assumption will be made on the damping term DðZ; _ ZÞ_ Z of (1) in the stability analysis of this section
A1. The damping term is linear in velocity
This is an assumption that is always valid for low-speed applications, and in practice it is difficult to determine the nonlinear damping terms over a wide speed regime. See Fossen (2002) for a discussion on the contribution from linear and nonlinear damping terms for high and low-speed applications. In addition, the following assumptions are made:
A2. The signals _ Z m and € Z m are bounded such that sup
To facilitate the stability analysis of the system (1) with the controller (6) and the observers (7) and (9), additional assumptions on the gain matrices are made:
A3. The positive definite observer gain matrices
A4. The observer and control gain matrices
Theorem 1. Consider the ship model (1) under Properties P1-P4, the controller (6) and the observers (7) and (9). Under Assumptions A1-A4 and by choosing the gain matrices K 1 ; K 2 ; K p ; K d to satisfy a set of lower bounds, the closedloop errors
are semi-globally uniformly ultimately bounded. The bound is a function of the main ship acceleration € Z m . Furthermore, under the assumption of zero main ship acceleration, € Z m ¼ 0, the closed-loop errors of (17) are semi-globally exponentially converging to zero.
The proof of the theorem is divided into two steps by formulating the error dynamics of the closed-loop system and then performing the stability analysis on the system through a coordinate transformation. A detailed presentation of the proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix A.
Simulations and experiments
Simulations and experiments were carried out to verify the theoretical results of the observer-controller scheme presented in Sections 3 and 4. The experiments were performed on a model ship in a closed basin, where the results are influenced by disturbances and measurement noise. Simulation results assuming no external disturbances and no measurement noise serve as an ideal reference, and are compared with the experiments in a back-to-back comparison to investigate the difference between the theoretical result and practice. A description of the simulation model is given in Appendix B. Simulations and experiments are presented for the case when the main ship acceleration is zero to illustrate the exponential convergence of the scheme, and for the practical replenishment case when no such assumptions can be made on the main ship acceleration and the closed-loop errors are ultimately bounded.
Experimental setup
The experiments were carried out on the Froude scaled (1:70) model supply vessel Cybership II at the MCLab laboratory at NTNU (see Fig. 1 ). The length of the ship is 1.3 m and the weight is 24 kg. The ship is actuated through two rpm-controlled screws with two rudders at the stern, and an rpm-controlled tunnel bow thruster. The maximum actuated forces are 2 N in surge, 1.5 N in sway and 1.5 Nm in yaw, and the KPL thrust-allocation algorithm of Lindegaard (2003) is used in the simulations and experiments. The position of the ship is measured with a 4 camera Proreflex motion capture system running at 15 Hz in a limited basin area of 5 Â 12 m. The basin is equipped with a DHI wave-maker system, and waves are generated using the JONSWAP distribution with a significant wave height of 0.01 m and a mean period of T s ¼ 0:75 s.
Only one model ship was available at the lab for experiments, and hence the main ship was simulated as a virtual ship on a computer. This virtual ship was based on a theoretical ship model, and controlled using the backstepping controller from Skjetne et al. (2003) . The limitation of only one ship implies that there was no ship interaction during the experiments, and thus no observations nor influence from the Venturi-effect between the two ships. During the experiments with waves, only the supply ship experienced the waves as a disturbance, while the main ship sailed in a virtual calm sea.
Two ships that are not identical in their design and at different positions will experience different impacts from environmental disturbances. However, in practical replenishment operations both ships would pursue a heading into the waves, and the effect of currents, waves and wind would therefore to some extent be similar on the two ships. The experiments with waves affecting the supply ship and with a virtual main ship in calm sea thus serve as an extreme case of how the two ships can experience different external disturbances. The experiments with waves thus serve as a measure of how robust the scheme is with regards to external disturbances.
In the experiments, only the position of the supply vessel was available for measurements, and thus the velocity synchronization of _ Z ! _ Z m could not be verified directly. The only states available from the experimental data were e,ẽ,Z m and_ Z m . However, when the given experimental states compare with the corresponding states of the simulation results, it is plausible to conclude that the total state of the experimental results is comparable to the simulated results as well. 
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Simulation setup
The simulations serve as the ideal comparison case without modelling errors, and where no disturbances are present (no currents, wind or waves). The controller is based on a model without higher-order damping, and therefore only linear damping is included in the simulation model. A description of the simulation model is given in Appendix B.
Tuning
The observer gains K 1 ; K 2 and the controller gains K p ; K d have to be chosen such that the region of convergence is large enough to ensure convergence from the initial states, and at the same time such that the ultimate bound of closed-loop errors is acceptably small for practical replenishment operations. The uniform ultimate boundedness result is of semi-global nature due to the proportional dependence on y 2 in the bound (A.35) and region of attraction (A.49). However, for small initial estimation errors in the observers of (7) and (9), higher initial synchronization errors can be considered. The strong dependence on the initial estimation errors is the price to be paid for poor or no velocity and acceleration measurements (Nijmeijer & Rodriguez-Angeles, 2003) .
The choice of observer gains K 1 and K 2 in (7) and (9) is a choice between performance of estimates, or low influence of measurement noise. Choosing the gains too low may result in poor estimates which in turn leads to poor control performance, while choosing the gains too high may result in highly fluctuating control actions. In particular, the choice of a high gain K 1 will affect the size of the ultimate bound, while a very small gain will introduce slightly damped oscillations in the system. The choice of controller gains K p and K d in (6) is influenced by the choice of observer gains, since the rule of thumb is that the observer should converge faster than the controller. This cannot be verified directly due to the lack of a general separation principle for nonlinear system, and can only be examined for a set point linearization of the system. Increasing the proportional gain K p in the controller will lower the synchronization position errors. The derivative term K d should be chosen high enough to provide sufficient damping in the system to prevent oscillations during tracking, but note that the choice of a high gain K d will amplify any measurement noise on the velocity estimates. Choosing to map the controller gains to the body-fixed frame through the kinematic relation in (B.5) provides a more intuitive reference frame for tuning the controller gains of any vehicle, but note that this will introduce a mapping from the
JðZÞ À1 gains to the size of the ultimate bound in (A.48).
Experiments with zero main ship acceleration,
The exponential convergence of the synchronization scheme can be observed when the main ship acceleration € Z m is zero, and thus include situations where the main ship moves with constant non-zero velocity. However, the restriction of constant velocity is difficult to satisfy in experiments where the main ship is controlled using a backstepping controller, and thus the result of exponential convergence have been verified experimentally in this section using set point regulation of the supply ship to a stationary main ship where the velocity vector _ Z m is constant and zero. The supply ship was synchronized to an offset position 1 m off the starboard side of the main ship, which is chosen as the origin of the local earth-fixed frame. An overview of initial states and gains for set point regulation can be found in Table 1 .
The initial state for the supply ship was chosen to illustrate the convergence in all parts of the state Z ¼ ½x; y; c T , and the same gains were used in the experiments and simulations to facilitate a back-to-back comparison. The gains were found empirically, and note that the controller gains K All errors are calculated and plotted in a local earth-fixed North-East-Down (NED) frame, with the initial phase in the left plot and the performance after settling in the right plot. The experimental data available from the experiments are plotted in Fig. 2 , and the simulation data are plotted in Fig. 3 . The simulations converge to zero within 40 s, and thus the data after settling are not shown in Fig. 3 . The experimental results in Fig. 2 comply with the theoretical results of exponential convergence, and compare well with the simulated results in Fig. 3 . Any overshoots during regulation presents a potential collision hazard when synchronizing to another marine structure, and the overshoot in the control errors of Figs. 2 and 3 are seen to be small. This is furthermore an indication of stability margins for this set of gains. The settling time is sufficient for practical applications, and the closed-loop errors in the experiments show small persistent oscillations after settling. These oscillations are not found in the simulations, which could suggest that the oscillatory behaviour is caused by the measurement noise from the camera system influencing the observer performance. The experiment was also carried out under wave disturbance, and the results of these experiments compare with the results without waves, with a slight increase in the errors as expected. In all, the experimental results for position keeping compare well with the simulations, and thus support the theoretical result of exponential convergence of the closed-loop errors 
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under the assumption of zero main ship acceleration, € Z m ¼ 0.
Experiments for ship replenishment operations
The result of ultimate boundedness of the closed-loop errors for a ship replenishment operation when the main ship has non-zero acceleration was investigated using a desired trajectory with non-zero curvature for the main ship. The main ship tracked this trajectory using the backstepping controller of Skjetne et al. (2003) , and the supply ship synchronized to the main ship based on position measurements only and independently of the desired trajectory. The supply ship became a physical observer of the main ship. Note that the ships would maintain a constant course and heading into the waves in practical ship replenishment operations, and seek to keep the curvature of the trajectory at a minimum to reduce the risk of collisions. A trajectory with non-zero curvature is illustrative of a situation where the main ship are given greater manoeuvring freedom than in a straight line experiment, and would allow a replenishment operation to be performed in close waters or in busy fairways.
When the main ship desired trajectory has a non-zero curvature, the forward velocity and acceleration of the supply ship will be different from the velocity and acceleration of the main ship due to the curvature. The supply ship's relative forward velocity to the main ship will therefore depend on the distance between the two ships in a curve (see Section 3.1). When the supply ship sails the inner curve, the forward velocity of the supply ship is less than that of the main ship, and vice versa. An extreme case arises when the radius of the main ship curve is less than the distance between the two ships, where the supply ship in the inner curve would have to perform a backward movement. The experiments for ship replenishment operations used a predefined curved path with a desired velocity of 0.2 m/s, corresponding to a velocity of 3.5 kn for the full-scale ship, as the desired trajectory for the main ship. An overview of the initial states and gain matrices used in the experiments is given in Table 2 . Again note that the controller gains are expressed in the body-fixed frame to take advantage of a more intuitive tuning procedure. Fig. 4 shows the xy-plot for the replenishment operation for both the experiment and the simulation. The experimental data available from the experiments are plotted in Fig. 5 , and the simulation data are plotted in Fig. 6 , while Fig. 7 shows the additional velocity control and observer errors only available from the simulations.
The experimental results in Fig. 5 comply with the theoretical results of ultimately boundedness of the closedloop errors, and compare with the simulated results in Fig. 6 . Note that in the xy-plot of Fig. 4 and in comparing the experiments of Fig. 5 with the simulated results in Fig. 6 , the experiments show better performance than in the simulations. This is due to the fact that the ideal simulation model presented in Appendix B is restricted to linear damping. The nonlinear damping inherent in the model ship has a stabilizing effect, and thus much less damping is needed in the controller gain K d . The back-toback comparison is shown here using gains optimized for the experiments, and thus for the simulations with linear damping only, these gains are not optimal. Similar performance as in the experiments can be shown in the simulations by increasing the K d gain to compensate for the lack of nonlinear damping.
The observer accuracy diminishes slightly at the end of the path in Fig. 5 , which can be contributed to the reduced accuracy of the measurement system at the end of the basin. In all, the experimental results for trajectory tracking compare well with the simulations, and thus support the theoretical result of ultimately boundedness of the closed-loop errors for practical ship replenishment operations. 
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Z true m ¼ ½0 À 1 0 T K b p ¼ diag½100 40 10 Z m ¼ ½0 0 0 T K b d ¼ diag½30 20 5 Z ¼ ½À1 2 À p 2 T K 1 ¼ diag½8 8 2 K 2 ¼ diag½100 100 5
Discussion
Measurement noise influences the velocity observations in the observers (with large K 2 in (7) and (9)), and can lead to high commanded control actions. The observer performance is affected when the commanded forces are larger than the thruster limitations, since the commanded control forces and moments are used to progress the dynamical ship model in the observer. Here, the duality of the K 2 gain is seen; a large gain may cause saturation in the forces, while a small gain may cause larger closed-loop errors due to poor estimates. The controller gains K p ; K d and observer gains K 1 ; K 2 are optimized for either set point regulation in Section 5.4 or replenishment in Section 5.5, but intermediate gains that perform well for both tasks can be found. Note that the tuning of the observer-controller scheme as presented in Section 3 is a highly coupled nonlinear gain tuning problem due to the influence of observer performance on the controller performance and vice versa, and a methodical gain tuning procedure similar to that presented in Nijmeijer and Rodriguez-Angeles (2003) for robot control, or based on Section 5.3 should be adopted to simplify the tuning process. Valuable input to the tuning process can also be found by linearizing the system around defined set points, and by adopting a pole-placement scheme to shape the performance of the system.
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Robustness of the scheme is investigated by introducing waves to the supply ship in the experiments. This does not affect the main ship, since it is a virtual ship running on a computer, and thus the results can be seen as the ability of the control scheme to suppress the effects of external disturbances on the synchronization. The comparison between the experiments with and without disturbances during replenishment experiments is shown in Table 3 where the time-mean of the absolute error E ¼ ð1=TÞ R t 0 jej dt and the maximum of the absolute error E max are calculated under different conditions, and the results show only small changes in performance when the supply ship is under the influence of waves. The robustness to external disturbances is particularly useful during practical ship replenishment operations, where ships operating in close proximity of each other will influence each other (e.g. through Venturi-effects).
Note that although the scheme is robust, it cannot exceed the physical limitations of the ships. It can be seen that when the supply ship sails the outer curve with a velocity of 0.3 m/s in Table 3 , the thrusters in the y-direction are saturated, and the errors increase. The synchronization observer-controller scheme utilizes a theoretical model of the supply ship to construct estimates of unmeasured states for the two ships, and thus the performance of the scheme is influenced by the accuracy of the theoretical model. The model ship used in the simulations and experiments has been thoroughly modelled and tested to identify its model parameters (Skjetne, Smogeli, & Fossen, 2004) , and contributing nonlinear damping terms have been identified for the model. Nevertheless, the scheme performs well under the linear damping assumption made in the control design, notwithstanding the inherent nonlinear damping of the model ship in the experiments. Thus, due to the fact that the main difficulty in constructing an accurate theoretical model of a ship lies in the identification of damping terms (Fossen, 2002; , it can be conjectured that the simulation and experimental results presented in this paper are representative for a full-scale UNREP operation. This is furthermore supported by the results of Fossen and Strand (1999) where a model-based observer was compared in experiments on a full-scale supply vessel to simulations on a theoretical model with excellent results.
Conclusions and future work
A leader-follower synchronization output feedback control scheme has been presented for the ship replenishment problem where only position/heading of the two ships were available as measurements. The synchronization scheme closed-loop errors were shown to be semi-globally exponentially convergent when the main ship acceleration was zero, and semi-globally uniformly ultimately bounded for replenishment operations with non-zero main ship acceleration. The scheme requires no knowledge of predefined paths, and relies upon nonlinear observers to estimate the velocity and acceleration of the two ships for the case where the mathematical model of the main ship is unknown. Experimental results from tests with a model ship were back-to-back compared with ideal simulations, and were found to correspond well with the theoretical results. The experiments showed that the synchronization observer-controller scheme is suited for practical replenishment operations, and that the scheme is robust with respect to environmental disturbances and force saturations, and suppress the effects of model errors and measurement noise. Future work aims at investigating the interaction effects on performance in experiments with two model ships, and to include higher order damping terms to further explore the properties of nonlinear damping in the control scheme.
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Appendix A. Stability analysis
This section presents the proof of Theorem 1. Before deriving the closed-loop error dynamics in Section A.1, an introduction to some useful results on uniform ultimate boundedness is made, which will be useful in the stability analysis of Section A.2.
Definition 2 (Khalil, 2002) . The solutions of _ x ¼ f ðt; xÞ are uniformly ultimately bounded if there exists positive constants b and c, independent of t 0 X0, such that for every a 2 ð0; cÞ there is T ¼ Tða; bÞX0 such that
with ultimate bound b. If this holds for an arbitrarily large a, then the solutions are globally uniformly ultimately bounded.
Lemma 3 (Nijmeijer and Rodriguez-Angeles, 2003) . Consider the following function g : R ! R:
where a i 40; i ¼ 0; 1; 2. Then gðyÞo0 if y 1 oyoy 2 , where This implies that a system is uniformly ultimately bounded if it has a Lyapunov function whose time derivative is negative in an annulus of a certain width around the origin (Nijmeijer & Rodriguez-Angeles, 2003) .
A.1. Error dynamics
By inserting the controller (6) into the model (1) under Assumption A1, and by subtracting MðZÞ€ Z m þ CðZ; _ ZÞ_ Z m þ DðZÞ_ Z m on each side, the closed-loop error dynamics of the controller becomes
ðA:6Þ
Due to Property P1 and From the observers of (7) and (9) and the estimation closed-loop error dynamics of (A.9) and (A.10) as
þ MðZÞ À1 ½CðZ; _ e Z þ K 1 e ZÞ À 2CðZ; _ ZÞ þ DðZÞ
Âð _ e Z þ K 1 e ZÞ.
ðA:13Þ
By the coordinate transformation of (A.11) and the estimation error dynamics in (A.9) and (A.10) the vector x from (17) and y 2 R 6n defined as A.14) are related by x ¼ Ty for a non-singular ð6n; 6nÞ matrix T.
A.2. Stability analysis
Consider the vector y 2 R 6n as defined in (A.14) and take the Lyapunov function 
